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For the second year running H.Samuel has won the Cosmopolitan
Online Fashion Awards Best for Watches category. This prestigious
award from one of the world's leading fashion and lifestyle magazines,
further enhances H.Samuel's reputation as the most wide-ranging,
reliable, informative and trustworthy online watch retailer.
The Cosmopolitan Online Fashion Awards took place on the 5th March
2009 at the Roof Gardens in Kensington. Judged by top celebrities
Fearne Cotton, Lisa Snowdon and Mark Heyes, together with
Cosmopolitan readers and fashion experts, the awards celebrate the
very best in online fashion retailing, representing online fashion with
categories including Hottest Partywear, Sexiest Heels and Best for
Watches. The winners will feature in the April issue of Cosmopolitan
(on sale 9th March).
Two of the judges, Fearne Cotton and Lisa Snowdon are big fans of
online shopping. "Nothing quite beats surfing for a new wardrobe from
the comfort of your own home," commented Fearne, "The
Cosmopolitan Online Fashion Awards provide the ultimate guide to the
best fashion sites available. Being able to experience all the joys of
shopping with no queues or crowds - complete heaven."
Lisa Snowdon, thinks that the Cosmopolitan Online Fashion Awards
make online shopping even easier and more accessible. "Shopping
online has never been easier and Cosmopolitan has made it even more
accessible," said Lisa, "With increased time pressures combined with
the sheer volume of fashion websites that cater for every shape and
size, women can transform their wardrobe at the click of a mouse."

This award for H.Samuel is also recognition for the work and effort put
in to establishing a competitive online presence as the UK's leading
online jewellery, watches, gifts and collectables retailer. H.Samuel
Online store manager, Vikki Luke, commented, "We are delighted to
receive this award for the second year running. The team works
extremely hard to keep the website up to date with the latest models
and hottest brands, ensuring that it always has a great range of
designer watches. To be recognised by Cosmopolitan and its readers
as their favourite online watch retailer for two years in succession is a
fantastic achievement."
Cosmopolitan is a magazine for fun, fearless, females, celebrating fun,
glamour and a passion for life, while inspiring young women to be the
best they can be. Cosmopolitan magazine, published by The National
Magazine Company, has a circulation of 450,836, with a readership of
1,760,000 - the highest in the monthly market. The Cosmopolitan
website currently attracts 5.4 million page impressions and 428,520
unique users every year.
About
H.
Samuel:
H.Samuel is the nation's favourite High Street Jewellers with over 350
stores and an online retail website. Featuring an incredible range of
branded watches, H.Samuel also has a stunning range of jewellery,
collectibles and gifts for all occasions, offering something for every
taste and style. H.Samuel is part of the Signet Group, the world's
largest speciality retail jeweller.
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